The set of observables of a Quantum Mechanical System need only be closed under a "quadratic" product. It is shown that an additive structure of this set (whose existence is less natural) is uniquely determined by this multiplicative structure. § 0. Introduction Jordan algebras were introduced by Jordan, von Neumann, and Wigner [13] as a model for the observables in a quantum mechanical system. Emch [4] provides further justification for this algebraic model. Although there is no doubt about the naturalness of the multiplicative structure, the physical meaning of the additive structure is unclear. Yet an additive structure is necessary to perform calculations, and thus we are led to consider representations of the multiplicative structure in linear spaces. A basic question arises: must the induced map between two such representations be linear ?
which preserves the quadratic product be linear ? We give a positive answer to this question in this article.
The quadratic map is related to the squaring map, which was used by Segal in [19] to give an Axiomatics of Quantum Mechanics. We want to mention that the model based on squaring maps leads automatically to ordered spaces, while the quadratic maps could be defined also in non-ordered spaces.
In section 1 we will define /£*-triples and recall the background needed to read this article. In section 2 the main result will be proven. Namely, we will show that any mapping between /J3]/F*-triples (with no abelian component) which preserves quadratic products, is the sum of a linear isomorphism and a conjugate linear isomorphism. In the final section our main result will be used to prove uniqueness of a representation of an involutive semigroup.
This work was done while the second-named author was visiting the Department of Mathematics, University of California, Irvine. He would like to express his sincere thanks to Professor Bernard Russo for hospitality and for valuable discussions concerning /B*-triples. Both authors wish to thank him for calling our attention to an error in the first draft and to thank Professor T. Barton and a referee for helpful discussions. § I. Preliminaries on JJ5*-trip!es /5*-triples are the algebraic structure associated with bounded symmetric domains in Banach spaces [15] , [20] . They contain the class of C*-algebras and /J3*-algebras and could be considered as their generalization. The usual definition of /5*-triple is as follows : Definition 1. A Banach space U over C is said to be a JI?*-triple if it is equipped with a triple product (a, b, c)-*{abc} mapping UxUxU to U such that: ( i ) {abc} is linear in a and c and conjugate linear in b ; (ii) {abc} is symmetric in the outer variables i.e., {abc} -{cba} ; (iii) for any x^U, the operator d(x) from U to U defined by:
is hermitian (i.e., exp(z'fd) is an isometry for all real t) with nonnegative spectrum ; (iv) the product satisfies the following identity, called the "main identity";
If U is a C*-algebra, then U becomes a /5*-triple with the product ab*c j r cb*a /i o\ (1.3) Moreover, any closed subspace of B(H) (the space of bounded operators on a Hilbert space H} closed under this product is a /£*-triple. If U is a /£*-algebra, it becomes a /5*-triple with the product
See [20] for the proof.
The triple product of a 7B*-triple is determined by the geometry of the unit ball in these spaces and any linear isometry preserves the triple product structure [15] , [20] .
To describe the multiplicative structure of a /B*-triple, introduce a conjugate linear operator Q(x) for any x^U, defined by:
The following definition describes the "multiplicative semigroup" structure of a /B*-triple : Definition 2. We shall say that an arbitrary set G is a quadratic semigroup if there is a mapping (a, b)-+Q(a)b of GxG->G such that: (1.6) for any x, y, It is known [17] , [20] that in a Jordan triple system (in particular a JB*-triple), the main identity (1.2) implies (1.6). Since the main identity also involves addition, it cannot be used to describe the multiplicative structure of a JB*-triple.
The basic building blocks for /^-triples are the tripotents, defined as elements of U satisfying:
The set of tripotents is a partially ordered set with order ( An important tool for studying /J3*-triples are Peirce projections and Peirce decompositions with respect to any tripotent u. It is easy to verify from the definition that for a tripotent u, the spectrum of the operator 8(u\ defined by (1.1), is contained in the set {0, 1/2, 1} (see [20] [18] .
In addition to the relation of orthogonality defined above, we will need two other relations between tripotents. We will say that u is collinear to v if : (1.20) and w is said to govern u if (1.21) w^UtW and u^U z (w).
The following simple lemmas about these relations will be used later. 
Proof. Let v' = Q(w)v and u' = Q(v)u. Then v=Q(w)v' and u -Q(v}u f = Q(Q(wy}u' = Q(w}Q(v'}Q(w}u'(=UJiw}.
Thus by [18] , u and w are compatible. Moreover, u^U 2 It is known that the second dual of a /5*-triple is a /8*-triple [2] , and that the product in a /£W*-triple is separately u>*-continuous [1] . For any element x of a JBW*-triple U there is a polar decomposition assigning to x a unique tripotent u (called the support tripotent of x) such that u belongs to the smallest /£W*-subtriple containing x, and x is strictly positive in the JBW*-algebra U 2 (u). Moreover if x^U k (v} then also u^U k (v\ see [12: 3.14]. Two elements x, y in U are said to be orthogonal if there is a tripotent u such that x^U z (u) and y^U Q (u). For any element f^U* there is a unique tripotent u=u(f) in U such that:
and / is a positive faithful functional on
A subspace W of U is said to be an ideal if {abc}^W whenever one of the elements a, b or c is in W. We say that W is a summand if there is a subspace W of U such that any x^W is orthogonal to any y<=W and U=W@W. It is known [10] , [11] that the u;*-closed ideals in a JBW*-triple U coincide with the summands in U.
A /5*-triple W is said to be abelian if {ab{cde}} = {{abc}de} = {a{dcb}e\ holds for all a, b, c, d, e in W. For a /J3PF*-triple this is equivalent to Wi(u) =0 for all tripotents u^W.
A tripotent v in a JBW*-trip\e U is said to be an abelian tripotent if U 2 (v) is an abelian /£W*-triple and v is said to be a complete tripotent if [7 0 (v)=0. It is known that the extreme points of the Ball U are the complete tripotents.
A JBW*-triple is said to be of type / if it is generated as a weak*-closed ideal by an abelian tripotent. It is known [10] Proof. Let u be an arbitrary tripotent in U. Then In each case k=2, 1, 0, P k (u)U is determined by the quadratic products and orthogonality. Since 0(0)=0, we have, by (2.1), and previous lemma 
Proof. Since v<u+v, we have $(v)<^$(u+v). Then there exists a tripotent w in V such that 0(w+i>)= <j>(v)+w and w is orthogonal to $(v)
(
Proof. Let u and v be tripotents of U. If u^Pi(v)U and v^P^u^U, then, by Corollary 2.4, $(u) and $(v) are tripotents of V and $(u)^Pi($(vy)V and If v^PMU and u^Pi(v)U, then, by Corollary 2.4 (f>(v}^P 2 ((f>(uW and )V. D Lemma 2.6. // ^ zs GS m Lemma 2.3, J/zen ^(-u)=-(p(u) for arbitrary tripotent u in U.

Proof. Set v=<p~l((<f>(-u}-\-<j>(u))/2).
Using the definition of y, the quadratic property of <j) and P z (^(uy) 
=Pz(^(-u), it is easy to verify that Q(<j>(v}}<}>(v) =(v) and ()(v}=Q(()(v(u}^(>(Q(v}u\ Thus implying -v=v. Therefore v=Q and (f>(-u)=-(f>(u). D Lemma 2.7. Le^ U be a JBW*-triple. Let <j) is a bijective quadratic map from U to another JB*-triple V. Then for any two orthogonal tripotents u and v in U and any x and y in U, we have
Proof. Let z=Q(u)x+Q(v)y. Observe that <j>(z}=<l>(Q(u+v}Q(u±v}z)
Since the identity holds for signs + and -, by averaging the two identities we will have y) . D Corollary 2.8 0 Let U 9 V and <f> be as in Lemma 2.7 
and let x and y be two orthogonal elements in U, i.e., {xyU}=0, then $(x) is orthogonal to <J>(y) and
Proof. Let u be the support tripotent of x. Then x=Q(u)x, x=P 2 
(u)x and y=P Q (u)y. From Corollary 2.4 follows that $(x)= P z ($(uy)$(x) and $(y)= Po($(u))$(y). Thus $(x) is orthogonal to $(y\
Similarly, Q(u)Q(q)Q(u)(te)=Q(u)z.
Thus by using Lemma 2.7 and (2.1), we have n By use of Proposition 1.3, from this lemma, it is possible to prove additivity of 0 in case when U have no type /i summands. On the other hand any tripotent u in a type A /£W*-triple does not satisfy the conditions of previous lemma. Thus, we must treat such triples separately. With the help of the following lemma this will be done in Lemma 2.11. Proof. Since properties of being abelian and complete are preserved by <f> f V=<j>(W) is of type /i. Moreover from the classification of JB J7*-triples [10] W can be decomposed into W=@W n for some cardinal numbers n, where each W n is a /£W*-triple of type 7 li7l . By Lemma 2.10 it is enough to prove the proposition for W n -Thus we will assume that W is of type I l>n . In this case there is a maximal collinear family of n complete abelian tripotents {VJ} JGJ in W such that W=sp3n{W z (vj):j^J} f or equivalently We shall prove first that for any pair of collinear complete abelian tripotents u and v and any x, y in W we have 
), we have Q(u)(x/2)=Q(u/V~2)x = Q(Q(u)p)x = Q(u)Q(p)Q(u)x and Q(u}(x/2)=Q(u)Q(q)Q(u)x.
Thus for any x and y in W, using (2.3) for the collinear tripotents p and q, we have (2.6) 
From this follows that Q(vj)($(x)+(}>(y)-<f>(x+y))=Q for all / and thus
{Q}. So <>(x+y)=<j>(x)+<f>(y). D
Now we are able to prove additivity of <j) in the general case. Note that if £/=C then $(z)=z\z\ is a quadratic map which is not additive. Therefore abelian direct summands must be excluded. Proof. Decompose U=U Il +0 into a direct sum of a type / x JBW*-triple U fl and a JB l/F*-triple 0 having no type 7 X summands. Then $\U Zl is a quadratic bijection from L/" fl onto a type /i summands of V. Since £7 7i has no abelian direct summand, Lemma 2.11 implies that $\U fl is additive. Thus, using Lemma 2.10 it is enough to show that $\0 is additive.
Let x=$(x) and y=$(y) for x, y^U. Proof. Let u be any tripotent of U. Then P 2 (u)U is a /BW^-algebra with unit u under the operations x°y : = {xuy} and adjoint # : y-*y* : ={uyu} for x and y in P 2 (u}U.
Then (2.7) is equivalent to (j>~1(x)+ +$~l(y)=<j>~l(x+y
Since any Finally, for any x^U, let u be the support tripotent of x. Then for any /!>0, with /^VT we have 2 it is enough to prove that u^W 2 
or <f>(iu)+i<j>W=Q. Define w-^~l((^(iu}-\-i^(u))/(2iy).
It is easy to check that and (j> (u}-(j) As an application to von Neumann algebras, we have the following theorem, which is a generalization of a result of the second named author [7] . From the definition of 0 we have 0(6*)=^(6)* for any b^M, i.e., 0 is * preserving. Define <p(x)=$(xei)+$(xe z )*. Then <p is a C*-isomorphism between M and N. Hence there exist central projections f l and f z such that /i+/ 2 =l, 0|M/i is *-ring isomorphism and <p\Mf z is *-ring anti-isomorphism [12] . Therefore if we put />i=0i/i, p2=e 1 f 2 , Pz-e 2 f z and /> 4 =0 z /i, then /> lf /> 2 , J s and ^4 satisfy all the requirements of the theorem. D
The following Corollary is a special case of [7] . Proof. Obviously, a ^-semigroup isomorphism 0 is a bijective quadratic map from M to N. Applying Theorem 3.1, we have the conclusion. D
We finish this paper with the problem discussed in the introduction: Proof. Obviously n^Ki 1 satisfies the conditions of Proposition 2.14 and thus the conclusion follows. D
